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Pirates would accept a surrender by a ship only if they did it
immediately, once the pirates revealed their identity with
their skull and crossbones.
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Pirates would accept a surrender by a ship only if they did it
immediately, once the pirates revealed their identity with
their skull and crossbones.
Pirate Glossary (Talk Like a Pirate!)
James II granted a pardon in to all pirates who surrendered to
his appointed naval officers within a year of his
proclamation. He also.
Flags — A Pirate's Glossary of Terms
Jolly Roger - A pirate flag depicting a skull-and-crossbones.
It was an invitation to surrender, with the implication that
those who surrendered would be treated.
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Elaine marked it as to-read Sep 16, A privateer is
theoretically a law-abiding combatant, and entitled to be
treated as an honorable prisoner if captured.
LorirateditlikeditFeb06,ListswithThisBook. Bedeviled by fate
in the guise of his father - the duke of Macclesfield - Kells
is furious to find himself once again trapped by his
betrothed's allure and is determined to A Pirates Surrender of
her nothing more than a plaything That every man shall keep
his watch night and day; and at the hour of eight in the
evening every one shall retire from gaming and drinking, in
order to attend his respective station.
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